Wind Control Panel

Primus Wind Power is pleased to offer a low cost analog wind control panel for use with AIR Breeze, AIR 40 12/24/48 V and AIR X Marine/AIR 30 /Silent X - 12 VDC wind turbines. The panel is easy to install and will result in a professional operator station enhancing the beauty and value of your vessel or home installation. The WCP will help to reduce installation cost and with just 4 wires to connect, makes installation a snap. There are multiple versions of this WCP for the various wind turbine models and voltages. See price list for model needed and specification of breaker and amp meter size.

The WCP controls and monitors the wind turbine. It is equipped with a power On/Off circuit breaker, analog ammeter (indicating wind turbine current production) and a Stop/Run switch (for direct control of the turbine). A clearly marked rear terminal block is provided for easy interconnect of the two turbine wires and two battery power wires. Panel is fully calibrated and ready for installation.

Wind Control Panel Enclosure also available.